Viasat Aerodocs: Intelligent Information in Flight Operations

Rethink Flight Operations with digital transformation of operational and OEM manuals

Viasat Aerodocs is an enterprise-grade document management solution developed exclusively for the aviation industry. Robust and scalable, Aerodocs streamlines the often complicated document collaboration, approval and distribution process from the ground to cockpit.

› **Compliance**: Support your airline’s regulatory and audit commitments.

› **Accommodate business growth**: Aerodocs’ information infrastructure can be scaled up to accommodate growing business and fleets.

› **Consolidate documents**: Maintain a central and up-to-date library of always changing manuals and documents for thousands of users from pilots to flight ops to EFB admins.

› **Improve accountability and reporting**: Control risk with customized reporting that provide insights and tracking of compliance and regulation standards, adherence.

› **Decrease Costs**: Drive down operational costs to remain competitive and protect market share.

---

**Key benefits**

› Enables collaboration on documents by dispersed teams
› Secure document storage and viewing
› Audited distribution and compliance reporting
› Share and re-use data across entire airline
› Provide access to all stakeholders from airline operations to external partners and regulators
› Fast search and offline viewing make data access easy
› Pilots and other key staff always have access to the right information at the right time
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Benefits for Pilots

**Viewer applications**
As soon as a document is ready to go, you can push it out to the people that need it. You can access your libraries anywhere, anytime – whether or not you have an internet connection. The Viasat Aerodocs Viewer applications have been designed to give you instant access to the information you need – and a great user experience!

**Commenting and annotations**
It’s not just about reading – you can annotate and bookmark the sections of text that are important to you. And when you upload a new revision of a document, or move from one device to another, your annotations and bookmarks are preserved. You can even send a note directly to the editing team if you feel that the content should be changed or improved!

**Effectivity**
The effectivity feature allows the user to filter documents by tail number or Manufacturer Serial Number (MSN), so as to only see documents relevant to the user’s aircraft. Document viewing in the web viewer and native iPad and Windows tablet applications can be filtered to show information relevant per tail.

Benefits for Flight Operations Directors

**Collaborative workflows**
Viasat Aerodocs offers customizable workflows for document revision management. Whether it’s a simple one-step workflow that’s needed, or a more complex multi-stage authoring and review process, Viasat Aerodocs collaborative workflows meets your needs.

**Collaborative document editing**
Viasat Aerodocs offers many features that enable seamless collaborative document editing including document teams, real-time commenting, document teams, change tasks and multi-stage workflows.

**Content reuse and sharing**
Viasat Aerodocs enables content to be added to a shared library and reused across multiple documents. Content can be set to update automatically when the original is updated and all usages are tracked and reviewable. Smart compliance tagging can also be enabled if regulatory documents are imported into the Viasat Aerodocs shared content library.

Benefits for Compliance Managers

**Revision management**
Viasat Aerodocs makes it easy to produce new revisions of documents. Lists of changes are generated automatically and revision history is logged in a detailed audit trail. Individual changes can be undone without having to roll back the document to the specific point in time the change was made. Different revisions can be easily compared.

**Regulation tagging and tracking**
Viasat Aerodocs enables the adding of compliance tags to content elements to align and comply with regulation documentation. These tags can also be listed in the front matter of a document. This can be done by adding a manual tag or using Aerodocs shared content/content reuse tool if regulation documents have been imported directly into Aerodocs.

**Compliance reporting**
From the document library, compliance reports can be generated listing all regulatory compliance tags in the selected documents! Compliance reports will display the regulation type, numbering and its location.
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